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Experience Zoom with VITAC's live

transcripts and captions

VITAC’s Zoom offering is the most comprehensive live transcription and captioning service available on 

the market. Customers who use Zoom can take advantage of multiple tiers of service from VITAC, along 

with advanced features, to provide attendees with accurate transcripts and captions for Zoom meetings, 

Zoom webinars, and more.

Proprietary technology

Low latency and high accuracy

Multiple delivery methods

Supports Zoom meetings and Zoom webinars

Accessible transcript viewing

Add-On: Multilingual in Spanish, French and Portuguese

Key features
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• Upload prep material: Add names, places, and special 

vocabulary to the ASR

• Censor profanity: Censor profanity if desired

• Speaker change: Speaker changes detected in the 

transcripts using a symbol (>>)

Benefit from the following ASR features:

Upgrade to Pro 

for superior results • Get pre-session preparation done by humans

• Receive terms-based adaptation during live sessions

Top quality with 

human experts
• Closely monitored audio listening and testing done by 

experts prior to the event

• Multilingual live captioning in Spanish, French, and 

Portuguese

VITAC’s
adapted ASR

Flexible tiers 

for different 

use-cases

Good quality 

captions

delivered via

adapted AI

Superior quality 

captions, delivered via 

adapted AI and

boosted by trained 

humans

Top quality captions,

handled end-to-end by

human experts

Auto Pro Elite
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Multi lingual Captioning 

Avai lable



The benefits of using VITAC with Zoom

Engagement

Searchable transcripts help individuals to engage and interact

Impact

Transcripts provide access to individuals who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing

Inclusion

Live transcription allows individuals to learn and retain new ideas

Experience

Help attendees understand the speaker with transcripts

The characteristics of Verbitext

Receive live transcripts on Zoom through VITAC's live 

transcript reader Verbitext. Benefit from these 

features:

Search for keywords in live transcript

Adjust text size using keyboard shortcuts

Transcript scrolls automatically

Mobile friendly interface

Supports long sessions (up to 8 hours)
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Make virtual events accessible and engaging with VITAC transcription. Learn More.

https://support.verbit.ai/hc/en-us/articles/4416175520146-Verbitext-2-0
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